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But this isn't all black hats do. A white hat hacker only does it for the right reasons - to improve things for people. They're not malicious, and they do only ethical things. Such as, for example, reporting a security hole they found, or a bug. Another distinction between white hat and black hat hackers comes down to whether they report vulnerabilities in programs to the vendor or to the black hat community. When they report a vulnerability to a vendor, the vendor will most likely then release a patch, thereby making it fixed. One of the
most infamous black hat hacking communities is called the Crime complex. This group took its name from a previous hacking group called "Crime-League", as well as from a well-known hacker festival known as CrimeCon. Crimecon was a gathering of black hats where people would meet and exchange information. Although the term has since evolved and expanded to include any hacking group, including white hats, this is the definition it had in the 90's. If you're interested in learning more about the Black Hat hacking scene, you might

want to read a book called Dark Territory: Escaping the reputation hackers fear. In many cases, the difference between white and black hat hackers can be a matter of perspective - particularly when it comes to the moral and ethical code that each operates by. The "Dirty Little Secrets" episode of the Malwarebytes Labs podcast explores this perspective, as well as the black and white polar opposites of the ethical hacker. And as we discuss, you might find yourself wondering whether you're a white or a black hat hacker.
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Recently, the ever-increasing popularity of social networks like Facebook has made social engineering simpler. Many legitimate sites make it more convenient to join than ever before, and legitimate sign-up pages put the user's security first. But there's always a security flaw somewhere. In a
conversation with Mashable, Luan explained how these scammers often track what legit ecommerce shops are selling to see what's popular and then clone the websites and its products. Next, they target ad agency owners and use their hacked ad accounts and stolen funds attached to them to run
high-priced Facebook ads. The legit ecommerce shops cannot compete because the scammers are outbidding them on ads with this free money. There's even another category of cybercriminals: the hacker who is politically or socially motivated for some cause. Such hacker-activists, or hacktivists,
strive to focus public attention on an issue by garnering unflattering attention on the targetusually by making sensitive information public. For notable hacktivist groups, along with some of their more famous undertakings, see Anonymous, WikiLeaks, and LulzSec. And that's just the recent history.

Hackers have been targeting Windows computers for the last three decades. But with Windows 7's decade-long run, and the advent of Windows 10's security improvements, hackers looking to break into machines and steal data are turning their attention to the Windows operating system. As a result,
the number of new variants of the Locky ransomware or cryptoware malware more than doubled from this time last year to 18 variants in 2018 alone. (Most of those attacks were made worse by targeting unpatched systems.) 5ec8ef588b
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